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ART. X IX .—Exj5lorations on Thwaites Fell, South Cumber-
land. By the HON. MARJORIE CROSS and W. G.
COLLINGWOOD.

Communicated at Grange-over-Sands, September 18th,1928.

ON the N.E. slope of the fell crossed by the old coach-
road from Duddon bridge . to Bootle, near the sign-

post where the road from Broadgate comes in, there are
many stone-heaps on a line pointing N.N.W. at about
740 feet above sea. They lie upon rough open ground,
and might be taken at first sight for clearing-heaps,
though ancient enough to be thoroughly settled down
and turfed over. In order to examine them, a party
met on September 26th, 1927 and following days. Three
cairns were dug, leaving many untouched for future
exploration.

A.—The cairn nearest the sign-post to the N. was dug
by Mr. Herbert Bell of the Green, from whose sketch
of the forms exposed fig. I is taken, and Mr. Frank Clouds-
dale. It measures 15ft. along its E.S.E. axis by 'oft.
wide. Within a revetment of stones as big as one man
could lift, was a cross-shaped setting of rather smaller
stones; the four quadrants of the cross were packed with
oval cobbles set on end. When these were lifted, they
were found to have been set on the pinnel; but near the
centre, upon the pinnel, was a thin flaky layer of white, as
in the cairn at Threlkeld Brit. Sett., opened by Messrs.
Hodgson and Dymond (these Transactions, N.S., ii., 48).
Samples of this white matter, tested by burning and
seen under the microscope, proved to be inorganic, and
simply stone-dust, without any trace of bone-debris,
burnt or otherwise. Among the stones of this cairn,
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EXPLORATIONS ON THWAITES FELL.^251

and of each of the others examined, was found a stone
that might have been used as a hand-hammer, neatly
placed between two flat stones ; but the supposed hand-
hammers showed little sign of wear. Digging was made

into the pinnel beneath the stones of cairn no. A, to see
whether there might be a pit or a deposit below the surface,
but nothing was found. This curious and unusual stone-
setting had been placed on the pinnel, and it is obvious
that it was not a mere clearing-heap, which would not have
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252 EXPLORATIONS ON THWAITES FELL,

been made with such elaboration. An alternative might
be that it was a peatstack-bottom, and Mr. Collingwood
asked the opinion of Mr. Wilson Butler, whose knowledge
of local history and usages is very considerable; he replied
that " peatstack-bottoms would hardly be made on
Thwaites Fell, as the peats can be carted from there
without drying. In some places there, rushes only are
used as a foundation; very rarely stones." And no
peaty matter was found in any of the cairns examined;
which, along with their elaborate construction, seems to
show that this explanation will not serve.

B.—The next cairn to the N.N.W. of no. A was dug at
the same time by the Misses Cross, the Rev. R. S. G.
Green, vicar of Broughton, Mrs. and Miss Green, Lady
Cross, Mrs. Wilson and Mr. Buchanan.

It measured 211- feet E. and W. by 15 feet. N. and S.
(or thereabouts), and was all of big stones as in the
revetment of no. A, and on the same plan ; but the
ground at the time was muddy and waterlogged, so that
the attempt to get beneath the surface of the pinnel
was useless. No relics were found, except a stone,
like a hand-hammer, already noticed; under the turf
was part of a sheep's scapula, which is of no importance,
because sheep-bones are found anywhere on these moors
at a small distance beneath the grass, into which they have
worked their way.

C.—A little further to the N. is a larger cairn, which
was dug by those named in the last paragraph, and, on
subsequent dates, by Rev. W. S. Sherwen, vicar of
Thwaites, Miss Sherwen, Mr. D. Barratt, Mr. and Mrs.
Vince, Mr. and Mrs. Wakefield and Messrs. J. and C.
Wylde. It is shown in fig. II from a sketch by the
first-named writer. It measures 28ft. E. and W., by
i6ft. wide, not including the rude paving (marked II)
round the stone-heap. This paving was uncovered, but
any possible extension of its four cross-arms was not
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254 EXPLORATIONS ON THWAITES FELL,

followed further than as shown, and it was not ascertained
in the area enclosed by a dotted line in this sketch.
This form suggests the " star-fish " cairns of Moor Divock
figured in these Transactions, o.s., viii. , 332 , 334, by the
late Dr. M. W. Taylor, who gave the name, and said
" the star-fish form distinguishes these examples from,
so far as I know, all other English cairns;" and if this
were established, it might date the Thwaites Fell cairns
to the Bronze Age. But the plan of this cairn, no. C, is not
that usual in the Bronze Age. Inside a triple revetment
(marked I) the oval space, wherever it was not paved
with small cobbles set on each end (io), was occupied
with pocket-holes (2 to 9) carefully built and standing
about 18 inches high from the pinnel floor. The holes
2 and 3 were only partly divided; both had the white
layer at the divided end, with flakes of mica ; in 2 were
blackened stones, black and burnt-sienna coloured earth
and a splinter of (sheep's ?) bone ; in 3 were unburnt
stones, one of which, a bit of rough fell-stone, had one
face apparently worn smooth with rubbing. In 4, there
was a small cist, formed of four flat stones for the sides,
carrying a large cover-stone, under which was more of
the white dust or clay. In 5, a big stone stood in the
otherwise empty basin. In 6, nothing but soil was found.
In 7, were part of a sheep's jaw and sheep's teeth, with
black earth and a stone evenly coated with red-brown
earth, as if burnt ; the floor of this basin was a big stone
which was lifted, but no deposit was underneath. Nor
was anything of interest found in 8 and 9, and the cobble-
flooring (Io) stood upon undisturbed pinnel.

This can not be a burial cairn, for though Messrs.
Hesketh Hodgson and Dymond, as quoted above,
thought that ` empty ' cairns at Threlkeld might have lost
traces of inhumations, owing to the wetness of the ground,
the compartments in C are too small to hold unburnt
bodies, and any cremated remains would be visible.
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But Mrs. Hesketh Hodgson, in her interesting exploration
of huts near Milkingstead, in Eskdale (these Transactions,
N.S., xxviii., 15o) found similar pot or pocket holes.
Store-pits are found in the floors of post-Roman huts
elsewhere.

Now the normal type of the Icelandic úti-búr, ` out
bower ' or isolated storehouse, in a group of farm buildings,
shows a footing of stone, supporting turf walls and a
roof of sticks and turf or thatch. The turf superstructure
is anything but peg manent, and our ` cairn ' C might
well have been such a building. The opening, 2 feet
wide, with paved or trodden entrance, much as Mrs.
Hodgson describes the almost ` fairy ' doorways to some

• of her huts, might have been wider through the turf
wall above the stone footing, but is still enough ; and
it is original, not accidental. Whether the smaller
structures A and B were also huts we cannot prove,
but their flooring suggests it ; they were, at any rate,
members of the same group as C. The type suggests
shielings, that is sheep-dairies, not exactly like, but
of the same class as the remains at Whelter (these Transac-
tions, N.S., XXiii., 285).

On a visit after our digging, Mr. H. S. Cowper, F.S.A.
remarked on a possible connexion between these ` cairns '
and an oval walled enclosure, 30o paces diameter, on
the right bank of Logan Beck and just above Logan
Farm, three quarters of a mile N.E. of our site. It is
too large for a sheep fold and it stands inside an old
walled field, to build which it has been despoiled. " Wher-
ever you find cairns," he said, " you find enclosures
somewhere near." This is true of the class of remains
hereabouts which may be attributed to early pastoral
life, especially in Furness. The surrounding neighbour-
hood contains many dateless traces of ancient domestic
character. One such we explored, on the E. side of the
Barrow summit, rather over half a mile E.S.E. of our
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256^EXPLORATIONS ON THWAITES FELL,

first cairn (fig. III, from a sketch by W. G. Collingwood).
It lies on an ancient trackway, well marked in places,
pointing S.S.E. towards Boadhole, and northwards
running over a little plateau, on which are traces of
building, perhaps shielings, and then turns N. towards

Fig. III. Ancient house; Baxrow,Thwaites

Smathwaite. This building measures internally about
164 by 121 feet, divided into two rooms, of which the
inner has a recess ; no trace of fire was found in the recess.
The wall in that part stands about 24 inches above a
pinnel floor. On the side near the doorway, between
two great stones, the ground is greatly eroded by a
trickle of water which, when the house was in use, was
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no doubt diverted. A rectangular and fairly solid
stone building like this can hardly be earlier than the
Viking Age, but it is ancient enough for all tradition to
have disappeared.

In 1893, Chancellor Ferguson suggested that the
" Giants' Graves " near Burnbanks, Haweswater, might
be bracken-stack bottoms (Archaeological Survey, p. 40).
They have been dug into (these Transactions, o.s., iii,
252) and do not seem to be interment barrows, but have
never been thoroughly explored. Recently our vice-
president, Professor R. C. Bosanquet, has noted (Antiquity,
June, 1928, p. 205) that similar mounds in Wales are
believed to be artificial rabbit-warrens, and that in the
Highlands a century ago, such mounds were actually
made for that purpose. Upon which, The Antiquaries
Journal (April, 1929, p. 159) has a rejoinder by Dr.
Francis Villy (spelt ` Nilly ') who has examined such
` pillow mounds ' in Yorkshire, finding medieval pottery
and suggesting a date of about A.D. 700. He mentions
also these at the ` fort ' (read ` foot ') of Haweswater
as included in the series. No doubt different purposes
and ages are hidden under various examples of ` pillow
mounds;' but if the Thwaites Fell ` cairns ' are remains
of early medieval huts it is possible that others may
prove, on further examination, to be ruins of similar
groups of turf-built houses analogous to those well-
known in Iceland.

One other site may be worth noting here, though not
explored, for it seems to solve an old problem. When the
Swinside circle was explored, 25 years ago, Mr. Dymond
spent much trouble in trying to identify the second
megalithic circle in Millom parish, described in Hutchin-
son's Cumberland, i, 555 and others joined in the debate
(these Transactions, N.s., ii, 65), but not even the late
Rev. T. N. Postlethwaite knew the actual remains.
Housman, as quoted by Hutchinson in 1794, and in his

s
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. Topographical Description of Cumberland, published in
i800, spoke of a circle of 22 stones, on a site that seemed
to have been levelled for the purpose, from which " an
opening towards the S.W. affords a view of the Duddon
Sands." Not Housman, but Parkin, also quoted by
Hutchinson, placed it near Crag Hall, which led the
seekers wrong. The site is on the Mount, near Ash
House, where an opening shows the sands, and a level
platform still holds two of the stones, the rest of which
have been rolled away and down into the gill below,
where they can be seen. The two stones remaining,
about 22 to 3 feet above the turf, show that the diameter
of the circle must have been about ioo feet, i.e. the normal
size. One of these stands on a base prepared of small
stones, like the megaliths at Swinside; the other's foot
is partly covered by ploughing, which has brought soil
down the hill-side. The ploughing is no doubt more
recent than Housman's description and has partly obliter-
ated the evidences; but we feel that enough remains
to justify a claim to add one more important early monu-
ment to the map of Cumberland.
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